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Scope 
 

The aim of Association for the Study of EthnoGeoPolitics (EGP) is to further the study of and teaching 
on the cultural, social, ethnic and (geo-)political characteristics, processes and developments in 
different areas of the world, at universities, institutes and colleges in and outside the Netherlands. The 
association’s peer-reviewed and open-access journal Forum of EthnoGeoPolitics and our new 
publishing house EGxPress are above all intended to elicit analytic debate by allowing scholars to air 
their views, perspectives and research findings—with critical responses from others who may hold a 
different view or research approach. One can submit manuscripts—main articles (peer-reviewed), 
critical responses (published peer-reviews), short articles and/or book reviews—to 
info@ethnogeopolitics.org. We charge no fees for any of the submitted and/or published manuscripts. 
At www.ethnogeopolitics.org one can find information about the association’s foundation, founding 
(editorial) board members, aims, activities and publications—and particularly the freely 
downloadable copies of the journal’s issues. 
 

 

Editorial Board 
 

Editor-in-Chief & Chairperson EGP: Dr. Babak Rezvani, Universities of Amsterdam, Nijmegen 
Executive Editor & Secretary EGP: Caspar ten Dam, University of Leiden  
Senior Editor: Dr. Jason E. Strakes, Politics & Security Programme OSCE Academy Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 
Advisory Editor & Webmaster EGP: Jaroen Schut, University of Groningen  
Associate Editors: 
Servet Sahin, Free University of Amsterdam & Treasurer EGP 
Dr. Oybek N. Makhmudov, University of Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Uzbekistan  (Russian section board) 
Dr. Marat Iliyasov, University of St Andrews, United Kingdom  (Ibid) 
Assistant Editors: 
Dr. Arnav Anjaria, Political Science and International Relations, Amity University, Noida, India 
Prof. Jia Haitao, Department of Political Science and International Relations, Jinan University, China 
Dr. Rodolfo Valentino, Director European Institute of Studies on Migration, Social Inclusion and 
Intercultural Learning (IEM), European branch, Bonn, Germany (Spanish section board) 
Dulce Maria Gonzalez Ramirez, MA Indigenous Development, University of Winnipeg, Canada (Ibid) 

Recommendation and Advisory Committee: 
Prof. Jacek Czaputowicz, Institute of European Studies, University of Warsaw, Poland 
Dr. Olivier M. Ribbelink, T.M.C. Asser Institute International and European Law, The Hague 
Dr. Françoise Companjen, Intercultural Management and Conflict, VU University of Amsterdam 
Dr. James M. Dorsey, S. Rajaratnam School International Studies, Nanyang Technological University, 
Singapore 
Prof. John Clark, President International University of Central Asia, Tokmok, Kyrgyzstan 
Steven Pelletier, Department of English Language & Literature, University of Michigan 
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* * * Call and Guidelines for Contributions * * * 
 

Since recently our journal is a l s o  ready to receive manuscripts in Russian, 
German, Spanish and other non-English languages (though all require English 
abstracts). The Editorial Board does not apply a strict wordlimit, but we prefer 
full-fledged research articles of no more than 10,000 words. We also welcome 
short analytical articles, book reviews, review essays, and opinion pieces. We 
charge no fees for any of the submitted and/or published manuscripts. We 
provide Open Access in accordance with our Creative Common License policy 
which can be consulted on our website. 

 
Regular contributors may get a guaranteed space in future issues of our journal, 
with a recognisable header like ‘Dorsey’s Column’ for James M. Dorsey’s 
contributions. It does not necessarily mean that we approve of everything that 
these contributors may say. The contributors themselves are responsible and 
accountable for their statements. 

 

Furthermore, we welcome contributions for special issues on common themes, 
like the one on Human Security in our Winter 2015 issue. The association 
EthnoGeoPolitics is willing to (re)publish through our new publishing house 
EGxPress special issues in book form—and publish monographs and other 
major manuscripts in book form as well. 

 
Research essays—particularly so-called ‘Main Articles’—undergo rigorous peer- 
review from at least two peer-reviewers. Extensive (book) review essays that 
have undergone such review as well, are also considered Main Articles. 
 

We welcome and publish open comments i.e. critical responses—particularly 
those of peer-reviewers—in order to encourage feedback and debate. These 
responses can be anonymous if their authors wish so. Still, we encourage 
t h e m to publicise their names with their contributions, as the latter will thus 
become better citable, referable and indexical as sources and publications. 
 

Of course we at the Editorial Board decide whether or not to publish (excerpts 
from) peer-reviewers’ comments, based on considerations of utility and 
usefulness for ongoing debate. Thus the absence of published peer-reviews and 
comments does not mean that these do not exist; thus some peer-reviews are 
not published because their comments have been addressed by the author in 
his or her contribution. To reiterate, Main Articles have undergone generally 
two or more peer-reviews. 

 

The Editorial Board may publish some of the later comments on published 
contributions as critical responses (maximum 3,000 words) in one or more 
subsequent issues of the journal. Extensive critical responses with source 
references may be published as full-fledged, separate research articles. 

 

For each submitted manuscript, please supply your f u l l  name, academic 
and/or other professional titles and affiliations, address(es) and other contact 
details, as well as your research specialisms and any major publications. Please 
submit these details with your manuscripts at 
www.ethnogeopolitics.org/contact-2, or to info@ethnogeopolitics.org. 

 

See for more details on the submission process of manuscripts 
www.ethnogeopolitics.org/publications. We thus welcome your contributions, 
ranging from articles to transparent reviews and comments on these articles. 
 


